














【Job action evaluation portion】
◇ Evaluation by evaluation viewpoint and evaluation item
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◇ Comprehensive evaluation <Common use>
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□ Evaluation by evaluation viewpoint

Actions in this viewpoint were
made without fail.

Actions in this viewpoint were
made basically.

◇ Evaluation by duty goal
Achieved the goal without problems and produced
results far beyond expectations

Achieved the goal without problems and produced
better-than-expected results

◇ Comprehensive evaluation

Neither deadline nor required level was achieved
due to a fault of the evaluated employee. Results
fell far short of the level which is to be
achieved with normal efforts.

Achieved the goal insufficiently with negative
factors below and it is hard to say that results
were produced

▪ Affected other duties because assistance by
supervisor or coworkers was required.
▪ Unpleasant aftereffect was left with concerned
persons.

No symbol

Note)
The “difficulty” and “importance” are
considered primarily in goal-based evaluation
and comprehensive evaluation, respectively. Actions in this viewpoint were not

made.

 The required actions were
not made.

Performed only a part of the required role The required actions were taken only partially.
Performed little of the required role The required actions were taken only partially.

Performed the role better-than- required level The required actions were taken sufficiently.
Basically performed the required role The required actions were taken basically. 

Performed the role far beyond required level All the required actions were taken without fail.

The required actions were not
made.

Achieved the goal with few negative factors noted
in c. below and produced expected results

□ Evaluation by evaluation item

The required actions were taken
without fail.

The required actions were taken
basically.

(Reference) Explanation of Evaluation Remarks and Grades

A goal which appears to be easily achieved by
employees of the relevant position or a goal
with lower importance

Goals other than the above

 The required actions were
taken without fail.

The required actions were
taken basically.

A goal which appears to be difficult to expect
from all employees of the relevant position or
a goal with particular importance

<Director-, Assistant Director-, Unit Chief-
and Officer-Level>

【Role achievement evaluation portion】＜Common use＞
◇ Difficulty/Importance
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